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SUMMARY
A series of 13 tests of 0.63-scale solid steel penetrators fired by an
air gun was performed to determine the deflection caused by impact with vari-
ous sizes of volcanic rocks resting on or buried within compacted sediments.
All penetrators used were identical in size, shape, weight, impact velocity,
and general orientation. The targets were prepared using a basalt from the
Malpais lava flow in New Mexico. This basalt, a tholeiite having a porosity
of 20 to 30 percent, was selected because of its similarity to Martian vol-
canic rock.
Photographic coverage of the tests consisted of two types of high-speed
motion and 70-millimeter still photography. Two cameras, each having a film
speed of approximately i0 000 frames/sec, were used to obtain closeup views of
the penetrator. Timing marks were exposed on the film to assist photo-
interpretation. The final orientation of all penetrators was measured in situ
by means of a large access hole drilled adjacent to the point of impact.
The results of the tests suggest that no catastrophic penetrator failure
is likely to occur and that major deflections are caused only by rocks >i0m
times the diameter of the impacting body.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of these field tests was to determine the deflection caused
to subscale (0.63 scale) penetrators impacting volcanic rocks of various sizes
resting on top of, and within, compacted sediments. During the tests, all
penetrators were identical in size, shape, weight, impact velocity, and gen-
eral orientation. For these tests, the final orientation of the buried pen-
etrators is assumed to be primarily a consequence of the size, the shape, and
the depth of the rocks encountered during impact, although some variation in
impact angle was documented. Previously, a theoretical study examined the ca-
pability of a penetrator to survive impact on Mars (ref. i). On the assump-
tion that the hazardous size range of rocks was 0.2 to 5 times the diameter of
the penetrator, it was found that the probability of catastrophic penetrator
failure was i0 percent. The field tests do not confirm that the size range
used in the theoretical study will cause a catastrophic penetrator failure.
These tests indicate that no failure is likely to occur. Major penetrator de-
flections are only caused by rocks i0 times and greater in diameter than the
impacting body, and then deflection is highly dependent upon the fracture
planes that develop in the rock as it breaks apart.
The authors are greatly indebted to L. Polaski, NASA Ames Research Cen-
ter, for his assistance during the tests and the preparation of this report.
We sincerely appreciate the support and guidance given to us by A. Foster,
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C. Dalton9 W. Jacobi9 and C. Wilson 9 Sandia Laboratory 9 while preparing for
and conducting the tests at the Tonopah Test Site 9 Nevada.
In compliance with the NASA's publication policy 9 the original units of
measure have been converted to the equivalent value in the Syst_me Interna-
tional d'Unit_s (Sl). As an aid to the reader 9 the Sl units are written first
and the original units are written parenthetically thereafter. Field measure-
ments 9 which were performed to within ±1/4 inch9 are converted to the nearest
centimeter.
PROCEDURE
Thirteen scaled penetrators were fired into prepared targets at the Sandia
Tonopah Test Range 9 Nevada 9 during April 16 to 28, 1979. The firings were con-
ducted with 0.63-scale9 1 solid penetrators (steel alloy 4340). The penetrators
were 62.86 centimeters (24.75 inches) long and 5.71 centimeters (2.25 inches)
in diameter and were painted white with 0.63-centimeter (0.25 inch) wide black
stripes every 7.6 centimeters (3 inches) along the body (fig. I). The targets
consisted of three different arrangements of rocks buried beneath or lying on
the homogeneous compacted dry playa sediments (fig. 2). The first series of
tests consisted of penetrator impacts into layers of rocks (15-centimeter (6
inch) thick layers of 2- and 5-centimeter (3/4 and 2 inch) diameter rocks and
single layers of 13-, 18-, and 61-centimeter (57 79 and 24 inch) diameter rocks)
buried 30 centimeters (12 inches) below the playa surface. The second series
of tests consisted of penetrator impacts into single rocks (5, 13, 18, and 61
centimeters (2, 59 79 and 24 inches) in diameter) lying on the playa surface.
The third series of tests consisted of penetrator impacts into layers of rocks
(a 15-centimeter (6 inch) thick layer of 5-centimeter (2 inch) diameter rocks
and single layers of 13- and 18-centimeter (5 and 7 inch) diameter rocks) lying
on the playa surface. In each test 9 the penetrator was alined to strike a tar-
get rock that had been selected by boresighting the gun at a half-radius point.
The rock selected for this test was a basalt from the Malpais lava flow
near Tularosa 9 New Mexico, that had been removed by jackhammer, then crushed
and sized. This basalt, a tholeiite having a porosity of 20 to 30 percent,
was selected because of its similarity to Martian volcanic rocks (ref. 2).
The type of flow varies from pahoehoe to aa. Before this basalt was selected 9
field tests were conducted in the Malpais with 0.63-scale penetrators (ref.
3). The depth of penetration was _bout 61 centimeters (24 inches) during these
tests; thus 9 the volcanic rock had an S number of less than I (about 0.7)
in accordance with Young's penetration equations (ref. 4)7 which verified sim-
ilarity with previous tests in terrestrial analogs of Martian volcanic rocks.
The 7.6-centimeter (3 inch) diameter air gun used to fire these penetra-
tors was operated by Sandia staff from Albuquerque, New Mexico. Because the
iScaled to Mars penetrator configuration based on diameter, where the
ratio of weight to cross-sectional area W/A is kept constant.
inside diameter (7.818 centimeters (3.078 inches)) of this air gun was too
large for the 0.63-scale penetrator (5.71 centimeters (2.25 inches) diameter),
an aluminum sabot was used to guide the projectile down the gun barrel (fig.
3). The aft end of the penetrator was mounted in the sabot and held with three
setscrews. The sabot and the penetrator were mounted in the breech (fig. 4)9
where another setscrew was used to hold the sabot-penetrator assembly and pre-
vent it from falling out when the gun was erected to the vertical position.
However, on one test, the penetrator fell as the gun was erected and broke the
target rock. The target was rebuilt using another rock before firing the shot
(test 4). Although the sabot was stripped from the penetrator by a wood block,
on six tests, the sabot went through the block and impacted the ground about
150 milliseconds after the penetrator disappeared from the field of view.
The orientation of the air-gun barrel after being erected (fig. 5) was
measured in two directions along the same axis as the grid frame staked to the
ground as a basis of reference for photography. The orientation of the air
gun was within _+0o40' of vertical for all tests (table I). The air-gun tank
pressure at firing was I0 997 kN/m 2 (1595 ib/in2), which produced an impact ve-
locity of 150 m/sec (492 ft/sec) for the penetrator (fig. 6).
An L-shaped metal frame painted orange, having 1.3-centimeter (0.5 inch)
bars welded in a grid pattern on 15.2-centimeter (6 inch) intervals (fig. 7),
was used as a reference for tracking penetrator movement. This grid was lev-
eled using a Brunton compass for tests 4 to 13; the orientation of the grid is
not precisely known for tests I to 3.
Photographic coverage of the tests consisted of two types of high-speed
motion and 70-millimeter still photography. The high-speed motion pictures
were taken of all tests except when the film broke or the camera jammed. 2 Two
Milliken cameras_ having a film speed of about 400 frames/sec 9 were used to ob-
tain overall views of the air gun, of the penetrator impact event, and of de-
bris flying from the impact. One Hycam and one Fastax camera, each having a
film speed of about I0 000 frames/sec, were used to obtain closeup views of the
penetrator. These cameras were positioned perpendicular to the grid frame (fig.
8) to enable reconstructing a three-dimensional orientation for the penetra-
tors during flight and impact. Other uses of these high-speed motion pictures
include measuring impact velocity, deceleration, and lateral displacements and
documenting rock failure during impact. Timing marks were exposed on the films
to assist photointerpretation. Although a timing signal of i0 000 hertz was
attempted on all high-speed photography 9 only I00- and 1000-hertz signals oc-
° curred on six films and six films had only an incomplete interrange instrumenta-
tion group (IRIG) format A signal or none at all. The lack of reliable short-
period timing signals seriously limits the photointerpretation activity. Still
photograph (70 millimeter) coverage of the cratered area after impact (fig. 9)
was taken in stereo_ down-hole photography was obtained of each test to enable
making a photomosaic of the entire hole along its longitudinal axis.
2No film was obtained from one of the two Milliken cameras on tests 4
and 6 and from the Hycam camera on tests 8 and 9.
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A drill rig with a large bucket auger (fig. i0) was used to drill a
1.2-meter (4 foot) diameter hole adjacent to the point of impact (fig. II);
by this means, a cross section could be made of the entire length of the hole
(fig. 12). The final orientation of all penetrators was measured in situ.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The pretest conditions listed in table I include the test number9 the
rock size9 the target arrangement, and the orientation of the air gun9 the
sabot catcher block, and the grid frame. The post-test conditions listed in
table II include the orientation of the penetrator at different depths as it
passed through the ground to its final location 9 the lateral displacement of
the penetrator nose from its point of imPact to its final resting place, the
distance material was thrown away from the point of impact 9 and the status of
the sabot.
The general trend indicates that the larger rocks produced greater an-
gles of deflection for impacting penetrators. For layers of buried rocks
(tests 1 to 5)9 the 2-centimeter (3/4 inch) diameter rocks induced about the
same deflection as the 13-centimeter (5 inch) diameter rocks. However 9 the
18- and 61-centimeter (7 and 24 inch) diameter rocks produced progressively
greater angles of deflection 9 I0° and 11o30'9 respectively. A noteworthy fea-
ture of test 5 is that the penetrator apparently passed through an angle of
deflection of 26° about 61 centimeters (24 inches) beneath the surface as it
followed the fracture plane produced when the rock broke apart, yet its final
orientation about 190 centimeters (75 inches) deep showed a much smaller an-
gle of deflection (11o30'). For layers of surface rocks (tests 9, 109 and 12),
only small angles of deflection were observed. Test i0 had the greatest angle9
2o30 '. For single rocks at the surface (tests 6 to 8, II, and 13)9 the angle
of deflection increased gradually as the rock diameter increased. For the 5-9
13-, and 18-centimeter (2, 5, and 7 inch) diameter rocks, the angles of de-
flection were 2o00'9 9o00 ', and 8o20 '. The greatest angles of deflection were
observed when the penetrator impacted rocks with a diameter of 61 centimeters
(24 inches). The angles of deflection were 19o00 ' and 56o10 '. In shot 119
the penetrator passed through a large angle of deflection (60 °) about 38 cen-
timeters (15 inches) beneath the surface as it followed the fracture plane
where the rock broke apart. Again9 the penetrator's path straightened as it
continued to travel, and its final angle of deflection was only 19°. It was
not possible to measure the maximum angle of deflection by reconstructing the
rock in shot 13 because the target moved as the penetrator was uncovered.
The size of rock necessary to prevent breakage when the penetrator pass-
es through or is captured is a question that should be studied. Previous
tests in basalt at Amboy Crater 9 California (ref. 5)9 and Tularosa 9 New Mexico
(ref. 3)9 did not produce angles of inclination larger than a few degrees. In
these tests9 the penetrator was captured in the basalt and the rock did not
break apart.
A cross section of the path of each penetrator through the ground is
shown in figure 13. To compare the orientation of the penetrator in the air
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gun before firing with its orientation during free flight and in the ground
after the test, the data from tables I and II and from the high-speed motion
pictures have been plotted on a cyclographic projection (fig. 14). The orien-
tation of the penetrators in the gun and in the ground has been plotted on the
figure for all tests. However 9 free-flight orientation of the penetrators is
shown for only 7 (tests 5, 6, 7, I0, II, 129 and 13) of the 13 tests. Data
were not plotted for tests i, 29 3, and 4 because of poor image quality and
for tests 8 and 9 because only a single film was obtained. Films from both
cameras (Fastax and Hycam) are required to plot the true orientation of the
penetrator during free flight. A single film provides only an apparent orien-
tation.
If the orientations of the penetrator in the air gun, during free flight,
and in the ground were identical 9 then the various symbols from a single test
would plot in the same location (e.g., test 12). An evaluation of the orienta-
tions indicates that the gun and free-flight penetrator azimuths are within 1°
for 4 (tests 59 6, 129 and 13) of the 7 tests that can be evaluated. When the
free-flight and in-ground penetrator orientations are compared, the azimuths
are within 45° for 5 (tests 69 79 i0, 129 and 13) of the 7 tests 9 and the dips
are within 10° for II of the 13 tests.
The high-speed motion pictures show the penetrator usually impacted the
surface at some small angle off vertical (probably a consequence of the sabot
being stripped from the penetrator). The penetrator path appears to straight-
en and becomes more vertical as it enters the ground. Typically, an ellipti-
cal entry hole is produced that gradually becomes circular at a depth of about
45 centimeters (18 inches).
Although the tests are not conclusive9 the data indicate that, for most
tests, the final orientation of the penetrator in the ground is related to its
free-flight orientation 9 so long as the impact is within 4° of vertical. This
observation holds for impacts into rock sizes as great as I0 times the diame-
ter of the penetrator.
The high-speed motion pictures show the penetrator entering the field
of view of the camera at angles inclined to the vertical grid frame as high
as 5°. The greatest angle the penetrator could have in the gun barrel, as
long as the penetrator and sabot are together, is 0.2 °. Even if the pene-
trator and sabot somehow separated inside the barrel, the angle could still
not be greater than 1.9 °. Consequently, the penetrator must be deflected
after it leaves the muzzle. Although the evidence is circumstantial, the
change in penetrator orientation during flight most probably occurs as the
sabot is stripped from the penetrator by the wood block. Since this prob-
lem was not known during the tests because of poor quality or undeveloped
film, the flight of the sabot-penetrator assembly leaving the muzzle before
impacting the wood block was not photographed. The photography was taken
only after the penetrator cleared the block. Because the seriousness of
the problem was not recognized until after the tests were completed and all
the film was developed, only casual information is available to document
the problem.
After the first seven shots, in which the sabot passed through a single
block six of seven times, two blocks were installed to stop the sabot. The
dual-block arrangement was effective; the sabot stopped just short of full
penetration of the first block. Typically_ the top block had a pronounced
asymmetrical bulge of shattered wood on its bottom surface after the shot.
On the basis of two observations, the bottom block had black scrape marks
oriented 180 ° apart along the interior walls of the center hole. High-speed
photography from all tests except 2 and 9 show at least one scrape mark on
one side of the penetrator. The center of the first scrape or scrapes typi-
cally occurs about Ii centimeters (4-1/4 inches) from the tip of the nose.
A second and third series of scrapes occur on shots I0, I19 and 12 approxi-
mately 41 and 57 centimeters (16 and 22-1/2 inches) from the tip of the nose.
The motion of the penetrator and/or block whereby paint can be selectively
and somewhat consistently abraded remains unclear. Table III summarizes
the position of the scrape marks.
It is uncertain_whether photointerpretation of the high-speed motion pic-
tures will solve the problems enumerated previously because the quality of the
images is very poor for most tests. Most frequently_ the black horizontal
stripes on the penetrator cannot be seen without special processing, and even
in the best films, the stripes are blurred and/or faint. Also, in some cases,
the grid frame cannot be adequately referenced because it began vibrating from
the airblast before the penetrator passed the grid. Unfortunately, the lack
of I0 000-hertz timing marks on 12 of the 24 films causes a serious difficulty
for any time-dependent measurements or calculations, and it may not be possi-
ble to overcome the loss of a time base. Table IV shows the current status of
the high-speed motion pictures for the 13 tests (24 films). There are only
four tests for which films from two different views 90° apart have the i0 000-
hertz timing marks, and only two of these four tests have usable images.
Results of these tests must be evaluated with current information about
the type and size of Martian surface rocks before any predictions can be made
about penetrator survival on a Mars mission. Full-scale penetrators having
the mission configuration and equipped with umbilicals and afterbodies should
be considered for future testing and development studies. Full-scale tests
would eliminate the uncertainties associated with scaling and modeling the ef-
fects of the impact.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions and recommendations are based on the penetrator
field tests.
I. It appears that surface layers and buried layers of rocks which have
diameters as large as about 3 times the penetrator diameter cause only small
(<I0°) angles of deflection of the penetrator during its passage. Typically,
single rocks at the surface cause greater deflections, and, as the rock diame-
ter increases, so does the final angle of deflection of the penetrator.
2. Only large single rocks (>i0 times the penetrator diameter) caused
deflections appreciably greater than i0°. Even then, during two tests (tests
5 and ii), the penetrator curiously showed a tendency to become more vertical
as it continued its passage through the ground.
3. The large deflection angles followed by the penetrator are a conse-
quence of the fracture planes that develop in the rock as it breaks apart.
Just how large a rock must be before the penetrator passes through it (or
stops in it) without the rock breaking apart is a question which needs to be
addressed. Previous tests in basalt at Amboy Crater 9 California 9 and Tula-
rosa9 New Mexico, did not produce angles of inclination larger than a few de-
grees_ and the penetrator did not pass through the basalt breaking the rock
apart.
4. Results of these tests must be evaluated with current information
about the type and size of Martian surface rocks before any predictions can be
made about penetrator survival on a Mars mission.
5. Full-scale penetrators having the mission configuration and equipped
with umbilicals and afterbodies should be considered for future testing and
development studies. Full-scale tests would eliminate the uncertainties asso-
ciated with scaling and modeling the effects of the impact.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Houston_ Texas_ September 20_ 1979
152-85-00-00-72
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TABLE I.- PRETEST CONDITIONS
Test Rock Rock Trailer Orientation of grid frame Orientation of air gun Orientation of sabot
no. diam, a arrangements bearing Catcher block
cm (in.)
Bearing Dip Bearing Dip Bearing Dip
1 2 (3/4) Buried layer E SE (b) SE 90o00 ' (b) (b)
SW (b) NE 89o31 ' (b) (b)
2 5 (2) Buried layer E SE (b) SE 90o00 ' (b) (b)
SW (b) SW 90o00 ' (b) (b)
3 13 (5) Buried layer E SE (b) SE 90o00 ' (b) (b)
SW (b) SW 89°50 ' (b) (b)
4 18 (7) Buried layer 115 ° 150 ° Vertical c 150° 90o00 ' (b) (b)
240 ° Vertical c 60° 89°40 ' (b) (b)
5 61 (24) Buried layer 156 ° 190 ° Vertical c 190 ° 90o00 ' (b) (b)
280 ° Vertical c i00° 89°30 ' (b) (b)
_o 6 5 (2) Single rock 85 ° 125 ° Vertical c 125° 90o00 ' (b) (b)
at surface 215 ° Vertical c 215 ° 90o00 ' (b) (b)
7 13 (5) Single rock 112 ° 145 ° Vertical c 145 ° 90o00 ' (b) (b)
at surface 235 ° Vertical c 55° 89°30 ' (b) (b)
8 18 (7) Single rock 155 ° 180 ° d90°00' 180° 90o00 ' (b) (b)
at surface 270 ° d90°00' 270 ° 89°30 ' (b) (b)
9 5 (2) Layer on 28 ° 60 ° d90°00' 60° 90o00 ' 60 ° 0o40 '
surface 150 ° d90°00' 150 ° 90o00 ' 330 ° 0o50 '
i0 13 (5) Layer on 84 ° 123 ° d90°00' 123° 90o00 ' 123 ° 0o40 '
surface 213 ° d90°00' 33° 89o50 ' 213 ° 0o40 '
ii 61 (24) Single rock 155 ° 197 ° d90°00' 197° 90o00 ' 17° 0o30 '
at surface 287 ° d90°00' 107 ° 89°50 ' 107 ° 0o20 '
12 18 (7) Layer on 28 ° 80 ° d90°00' 80° 90o00 ' 260 ° 0°i0 '
surface 170 ° d90°O0' 350 ° 89o20 ' 350 ° 0o40 '
13 61 (24) Single rock 115 ° 160 ° d90°00' 160° 90o00 ' 160 ° 0°i0 '
at surface 250 ° d90°00' 250 ° 90o00 ' 70° 0o20 '
aMeasured to within ±1/4 inch.
bNot available.
CMeasured to within ±I °.
dMeasured to within ±0°I0 '
TABLE II.- POST-TEST CONDITIONS
Test Orientation during penetration Max lateral Distance debris Sabot
no. displacement of traveled from location
nose, a cm (in.) hole, a m (ft)
Depth, a cm (in.) Bearing Dip
1 157 (62) 305° 88°00 ' (b) (b) Hole
262 (103) 130° 87020 '
335 (132) 143° 86°20 '
2 122 (48) 210° 89°30 ' (b) Block
236 (93) 285° 88°50 '
323 (127-1/4) 60° 89°20 ' 30 (12)
3 76 (30) 272° 87°10 ' (b) (b) Hole
203 (80) 295° 87°00 '
328 (129-1/4) 320° 86°40 '
4 15 (6) (b) 88°00 ' (b) Hole
140 (55) 27° 82000
o 264 (104) 20° 80o00
327 (128-3/4) 20° 80°00 47 (18-1/2)
5 61 (24) 160° 64o00 (b) Hole
190 (74-3/4) 125° 78o30 61 (24)
6 96 (38) 77° 87o50 28 (91) Hole
188 (74) ii0° 88o20
332 (130-3/4) 112° 88°00 9 (3-3/4)
7 341 (134-1/4) 45° 81°00 ' 53 (21) 43 (142) Hole
8 39 (15-1/2) 152° 87°i0 ' 34 (112) Block
69 (27) 140° 81°40 '
327 (128-3/4) 140° 81°40 ' 29 (11-1/2)
9 340 (133-3/4) 260 ° 89°20 ' ii (4-1/2) 6 (20) Block
i0 327 (128-3/4) 60° 87°30 ' 16 (6-1/4) >30 (>i00) Block
ii 38 (15) (b) 30°00 ' 7 (24) Block
213 (84) 310 ° 71°00 ' 51 (20)
12 327 (128-3/4) 260° 89o40 ' 2 (i) 3 (ii) Block
13 119 (47) 150° 33°50 ' 98 (38-3/4) 30 (99) Block
aMeasured to within ±1/4 inch.
bNot available.
TABLE III.- LOCATION OF SCRAPE MARKSa ON PENETRATOR AFTER
CLEARING CATCHER BLOCK BUT BEFORE IMPACTING TARGET
Test Approx. distance_b cm (in.), Comments
no. from tip of nose to center
of scrape
Hycam view Fastax view
1 ? ii (4-1/2) Hycam image poor; penetrator may be
scraped at Ii cm (4-i/2 in.)
2 No scrapes No scrapes Penetrator paint undamaged
3 15 (6) 15 (6) Single scrape photographed by both
cameras
4 Ii (4-i/2) ii (4-I/2) Two separate scrapes_ one shown from
each camera
5 ii (4-I/2) ii (4-I/2) Single scrape photographed by both
cameras
6 13 (5) 13 (5) Two separate scrapes_ one shown from
each camera
7 I0 (4) I0 (4) Two separate scrapes, one shown from
each camera
8 No photography Ii (4-I/2) Two separate scrapes shown from one
camera
9 No photography No scrapes Penetrator paint undamaged
I0 ii (4-i/2) Ii (4-i/2) Two separate scrapes, one shown from
each camera
42 (16-1/2) No scrapes Single scrape shown only by one camera
57 (22-I/2) No scrapes Single scrape shown only by one camera
ii II (4-1/2) ii (4-1/2) Two separate scrapes, one shown from
each camera
42 (16-I/2) 42 (16-1/2) Two separate scrapes, one shown from
each camera
57 (22-1/2) 57 (22-I/2) Two separate scrapes, one shown from
each camera
12 i0 (4) ii (4-1/2) Two separate scrapes, one shown from
each camera
41 (16) No scrapes Single scrape shown only by one camera
51 (20) No scrapes Single scrape shown only by one camera
13 13 (5) 13 (5) Two separate scrapes, one shown from
each camera
ascrape marks are defined as locations where the white paint on the surface of
the penetrator has been abraded away exposing a black undercoat, zinc chromate primer,
or bare metal. Scrape areas typically cover several square inches.
bMeasured to within ±1/4 inch.
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TABLE IV.- STATUS OF HIGH-SPEED MOTION PICTURE FILM
Shot Camera, station Description of image Quality Timing
no. rating original,
(a) Hz
1 Hycam, 1 See 5 stripes, all are blurred and 1 cm (1/2 in.) thick E Incomplete IRIG A
Fastax, 2 See 7 stripes, last one is very faint F No IRIG A
2 Hycam, 1 See 7 stripes F Incomplete IRIG A
Fastax, 2 See 7 stripes F No IRIG A
3 Fastax, 2 See 7 stripes, faint F No IRIG A
Hycam, 1 See 7 stripes F Incomplete IRIG A
4 Hycam, i See 7 stripes A i0 000
i00
Fastax, 2 See 7 stripes, 3 are very faint B i0 000
1 000
5 Fastax, 2 See 7 stripes, all are blurred and i cm (1/2 in.) thick, B 10 000
last 2 very faint 1 000
Hycam, i See 7 stripes, last 2 very faint B i0 000
i 000
6 Hycam, i See 7 stripes, all very faint B i0 000
I00
Fastax_ 2 See 7 stripes for 50 percent of field of view only B i0 000
1 000
_._ 7 Hycam, i See 7 stripes, all very faint B i0 000
i00
Fastax, 2 See 5 stripes, all blurred and very faint E i0 000
1 000
8 Fastax, 2 See penetrator nose only E I0 000
I 000
Hycam, 1 No film G --
9 Fastax, 2 See penetrator nose only E I0 000
1 000
Hycam, 1 No film G --
i0 Fastax, 2 See 7 stripes, blurred and very faint C 1 000
Hycam, 1 See 7 stripes, sharp image D I00
11 Hycam, I See 7 stripes, sharp image D i00
Fastax, 2 See 7 stripes C i 000
12 Hycam, i See 7 stripes, sharp image A i0 000
i00
Fastax, 2 See 5 stripes, only at edge of penetrator E I 000
13 Hycam, 1 See 7 stripes, sharp image A i0 000
i00
Fastax, 2 See 7 stripes, very faint only at edge of penetrator C 1 000
aQuality rating assigned after four successive film processing improvements. Key to quality rating of films
after fourth processing: A, see seven stripes sharp enough to measure, has i0 O00-hertz timing marks (three films);
B, see seven stripes but some may be too faint to measure, has i0 O00-hertz timing marks (six films); C, see seven
stripes but some may be too faint to measure, has lO00-hertz timing marks (three films); D, see seven stripes sharp
enough to measure, has only 100-hertz timing marks (two films); E, see one or more stripes but some (or al!) may be
too faint to measure, has i0 000-, i000-, or lO0-hertz timing marks (five films); F, see seven stripes which may be
sharp or faint but has no timing marks (five films); and G, cannot see penetrator (two shots).
'- 62.86 cm (24.75 in.) 'II13.72 cm II''(5'40 in')'l 5.71 cm (2 25 in.)(ogive) "! G
. .I .63 cm
; j ' (0.251n.)7.62 m (typ)
(3.00 in.) 2.54 cm
(typ) (1.00 in.)
(typ)
Weight = 11.38 kg (25.1 Ib)
Material = 4340 steel; R = 42-46
Nose - tangent ogive, 2.4 caliber
W/A = 6.3
Figure i.- Mars penetrator (0.63 scale) configuration fired in tests at
Tonopah, Nevada_ in April 1979.
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Single rocks Rock layer Rock layer Rock
on surface beneath surface diameter,
cm (in.)
(II),(13) (5)
A (8) A
L J -(12) (4)
_ _ _ 13(5)(7)
(I0) (3)
(6)
(9) (2)
f Penetrator _ 2 (3/4)
impact
point
(1) /
t "
View A-A
Figure 2.- Layout of test site. The penetrator impact points are located at
one-half the radius of the rock. Test numbers are shown beneath each
target arrangement.
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7.780_+ 0.013 cm 5.753 ± 0.013 cm
(3.063 ± 0.005 in.) (2.265i 0.005 in.)
diam _ diam
1.90+ 0.08 cm
----(0.75i 0.03 in.)
/ / /// // /// / _,_
__V /IV / / / // / /// / --
I ix- 10-32 UNC-28 through,
I: t =1 3 places at 120°+ 2°apart
3.175 ± 0.076 cmJ
(1.25 + 0.03 in.)
. 20.32 i 0.15 em .[(8.00 + 0.06 in.)
Material, 7075-T6 aluminum
Figure 3.- Sabot used to adapt penetrator to 7.6-centimeter (3 inch) air gun.
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Figure 4.- Penetrator and sabot assembled and mounted in breech of air gun.
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Figure 5.- Air gunshown in vertical position (orientation from which meas-
urements were made) and grid frame located beneath trailer before test 6.
Camera pallets are located on the ground near the front and rear of the
trailer.
Figure 6.- Penetrator being fired by air gun (test 6). The blast of air
which emplaces the penetrator produces the cloud of dust obscuring the grid
and the target.
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Figure 7.- Grid network that provided a three-dimensional frame of reference
for the high-speed motion pictures. The grid consisted of 1.3-centimeter
(0.5 inch) aluminum bars welded together at 15.2-centimeter (6 inch) inter-
vals. The grid was staked to the ground to prevent movement during the
tests_ but airblast-produced vibration occasionally blurred the image of
the grid in the films.
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Grid frame
Penetrator impact point 15.2-cm (6 in.) squares
r 61 cm 61 cm i
I (24 in.) (24 in.) IL ,_ J
kN---Air-gun trailer
c,
llmFastax camera
85mmbyf/l.18, (35ft)
MiJlikencamera speed,_,8000
30 cm 50mm byF/I.5, frames/sec
(12 in.) speed_400
frames/sec MIIlikencamera
50 mmby f/l.5,
\ speed,_,400 79 cm
Camerapallet frames/sec (31 in.)
--15 cm (6 in.)
84 cm Hycamcamera \
(33 in.) 76 mmby f/1.8, Heights above ground, cm (in.)
speed,-_10 000
frames/sec Trailer I-beam- 80 (31-1/2)
Fastax lens- 29 (11-1/2)
Hycam lens - ?,8 (15)
Milliken lens- :35 (1:3-:3/4)
Figure 8.- Layout of motion picture cameras, grid frame, and penetrator
impact point.
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Figure 9.- Cratered area after penetrator passed through the 13-centimeter
(5 inch) diameter rock shown in figure 7. The penetrator stopped approx-
imately 4 meters (12 feet) beneath the surface after impact. Several broken
fragments of the original rock are near the grid.
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Figure i0.- A 1.2-meter (4 foot) diameter hole was drilled with a bucket
auger adjacent to the hole made by the penetrator.
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Figure 11.- One side of the hole was removed to expose a complete cross
section of the hole made by the penetrator.
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Figure 12.- Cross section of the hole made by
the penetrator in test 2. The distance from
the surface of the ground to the nose of the
penetrator is 323 centimeters (127 inches).
The penetrator had a final orientation of
89o20 ' from the horizontal along a bearing of
60° . A change in direction occurred just
after the penetrator passed through the
5-centimeter (2 inch) diameter rocks.
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Test 1 Test 2 Test 3
t• I C'
Cross section Cross section Cross section
A-A' B-B' C-C'
(a) Tests 1 to 3.
Figure 13.- Cross sections of the hole after each penetrator test.
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Test 4 Test 5 Test 6
D'
_-Z--
F
m
I
I
I I
I I
i
I I
I I
Cross section
E-E t
,/
Cross section Cross section
D-D' F-F'
(b) Tests 4 to 6.
Figure 13.- Continued.
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Test 7 Test 8 Test 9
__UH._
! I
[ -
Cross section Cross section Cross section
G-G' H-H' I-I'
(c) Tests 7 to 9.
Figure 13.- Continued.
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Test 10 Test 11 Test 12
l_ - ___;15
Spalled
fragment
Cross section
Cross section K-K' Cross section
J-J' L-L'
(d) Tests i0 to 12.
Figure 13.- Continued.
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Test 13
N
\
\
\\
fragment
I
Cross section
M-M'
NOTES
1. These diagrams have been reconstructed from field
measurements and are intended to show only major
changes in penetrator direction. The diagrams only
approximate the actual penetrator movement.
2. The diagrams only approximate the location and
shape of the rocks LhepeneLrator encountered. Rock
boundaries have been omitted for clarity in plan views
of tests 1 to 10 and 12.
(e) Test 13.
Figure 13.- Concluded.
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Figure 14.- A cyclographic projection showing penetrator orientations for
• each test. Three points were plotted for tests 5_ 69 79 i0_ iI_ 12_ and
13: orientation in the air gun (data from table I)_ orientation during
free flight (data from high-speed motion pictures)_ and final orientation
(data from table II). Two points were plotted for all other tests:
orientation in the air gun and final orientation. The bearing for each
point is read on the outside perimeter as a compass direction. The dip
angle is read along a radius from the origin to either E or W using the
graduated i0° increments from 0° to 90°. The procedure used to locate
these points is described in reference 6.
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